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Dear Eighth Day Friend,

You live in a secular age. You live in an era that explicitly contests and even detests Christianity. You 
are constantly bombarded by sights and sounds that seek to undermine your faith. This is the culture 
Eighth Day Institute (“EDI”) seeks to renew. But our work depends on your financial generosity. 

We just released our second issue of Microsynaxis, which is purported to be a newsletter for Eighth 
Day Members. But it is so much more than a standard newsletter. Nearly 100-pages long, it is filled 
with transcriptions of our work, book reviews from Eighth Day Books, and excerpts from classic 
works of literature, theology and spirituality. But since it really is our newsletter, each issue opens 
with a letter from an EDI board member. Here’s a sample (see enclosed letter for full text):

I’ve spent a great deal of time lately reflecting on what it is about Eighth Day Institute that has made it 
such a singularly important part of my life. Against the backdrop of our pluralist anti-culture, which 
hopes for (demands!) nothing more than “tolerance,” Eighth Day Institute proposes and embodies a 
compellingly authentic vision of a Church united – East and West, Orthodox, Catholic and Protestant. 
What makes this vision so compelling to me is that it neither glosses over nor revels in the scandal of a 
divided Church. What makes the vision authentic is that it is rooted in a concrete foundation – the 
Nicene Creed. EDI events are evangelical in that one cannot walk away without a renewed sense that 
this Christian life is something eminently beautiful; something essentially vital; something worth sharing 
with everyone. There is an overarching sense of holiness; one that I believe impacts everyone who comes 
into contact with it and enables them to become just a little bit holier themselves.

We hope and pray Tom is right, that all of our work contributes to a united Church and makes you a 
little bit holier. For, when our secular age sees Catholics, Orthodox and Protestants standing together, 
and when they see holy lives reflecting the light and love and beauty of Christ, they just might join us. 
And that’s cultural renewal.

Will you help sustain our efforts to renew culture through faith and learning? Please take a moment 
right now to fill out the enclosed pledge card and mail it in today. Your support means so much to me!

In Christ,

Erin Doom, Executive Director
P.S. Become an Eighth Day Member at the “Friend” level or above and, along with other perks, receive a 50% discount at 
our Eighth Day Symposium on Jan 15-17: “Whatever Happened to Wonder? The Recovery of Mystery in a Secular Age.”

renewing  culture  through  faith  &  learning
Let us seek, let us search, let us examine, let us inquire.   - St John Damascene


